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Introduction
This opinion contributes to the evidence base to be considered in establishing a lion export
skeleton quota for South Africa in 2019. It is structured as follows. First, I evaluate the economic
arguments in favour of a controlled legal trade in big cat parts and find them to be inadequate
conservation management solutions. Second, I evaluate the latest paper which the Department
of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF) has cited as part of its scientific contribution to
informing the quota determination. I also evaluate the expert opinion offered by one of the
authors of that paper. I conclude that a non-zero quota cannot reasonably be defended on the
grounds of ‘sustainable use’ or ‘adaptive management’ and should therefore be reconsidered. In
my opinion as a natural resource economist, the annual quota should be permanently set to zero.
Economic Arguments
It is well known that bones from captive-bred lions in South Africa are sold as tiger bones in
Asian markets. 1 As noted in a recent paper, produced as part of the Scientific Authority’s
research into the lion bone trade, past research has ‘questioned whether measures implemented
between 1993 and 2007 to curb the Asia-driven tiger parts trade provoked the start of South
Africa’s lion bone trade in 2008’. 2 The fact that lion bones substitute as tiger bones creates three
difficulties as far as international regulation is concerned.
First, it is a look-alike product – tiger bones are indistinguishable from lion bones, and tigers are
at serious risk of extinction in the wild. CITES Appendix II allows the listing of lookalike species
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provided that trade does not undermine efforts to protect species that do require protection,
such as wild tigers.
Second, the legally allowable trade in lion bones effectively creates an incomplete ban on tiger
products. Incomplete bans are defined as those that apply to species threatened by international
trade while simultaneously allowing exceptions to that ban. In other words, a ban is rendered
incomplete through exceptions to its application.
Third, the annotation at CITES CoP17 that allowed South Africa to establish an annual quota
for captive-bred lion parts has effectively created a split-listing problem, which is tantamount to
an incomplete ban on lion products – captive lion parts can be traded but not Appendix-I-listed
lion parts. Split-listing is normally based on geographical boundaries and not on the particular
part or specimen of the species in demand. In other words, the bones from captive-bred lions
and the bones or parts from wild lions are not distinguished in consumer markets. Moreover,
‘distinguishing between farmed and wild tiger parts is impossible’, 3 despite efforts at certification.
Therefore, the risk of laundering illegal parts (wild-poached tiger and lion parts) to feed into the
legal lion bone export market (and then sold as illegal tiger parts) is high 4 and creates
considerable governance complexity for managing the captive-bred lion industry in South Africa.
As Wiersema notes: ‘To address the possibility of laundering, a strong enforcement
infrastructure is required.’ 5 Given the lack of capacity among South Africa’s law enforcement
fraternity to check consignments at border posts, ports and airports, there is sufficient reason to
expect that laundering will become a problem. This view is further supported by clear evidence
of the criminality that is already prevalent in the captive lion industry, especially among traders. 6
Exceptions to bans through split-listing or captive-breeding are confusing because species are
listed on Appendix I precisely because trade has been determined as a significant threat to their
survival due to excessive demand. Yet, the argument is that having a market will help these
species at the same time. 7 As Wiersema notes, the arguments in favour of trade from supply-side
economics can appear logically compelling – increased supply reduces prices and therefore
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poaching incentives. However, they tend to be based on a number of assumptions that are
unlikely to hold in reality. This is especially the case for species subject to incomplete bans where
the market structure is oligopolistic. Legal supply (of lion bones) may not always crowd out
illegal traders (of tiger and lion bones). 8 Tiger farming itself may also create serious risks for wild
tiger survival. 9 When an oligopolistic market structure dominates the trade, there is also a risk of
‘banking on extinction’ – syndicates are likely to stockpile bones or ivory or horn in the
expectation of being able to earn monopoly rents in the future, which would increase the
marginal rates of extraction from wild stock at present. In other words, poaching can increase in
the presence of an incomplete ban or an expectation that a ban will be rescinded in the future.
Thus, I concur with Wiersema’s point that it is inaccurate to argue that current bans have not
worked – the argument is ‘undermined by the fact that we do not have complete bans.’ 10
Complete bans – without exceptions on the supply side – have not been tried. It is therefore
disingenuous to argue that bans fail. Bans could be highly effective if the loopholes that create
laundering opportunities were closed and the possibility of a ban becoming incomplete or being
rescinded in the future did not lead to stockpiling – ‘banking on extinction’ – in the present. 11
It is further critical to note that supply-side arguments often assume substitutability, that – for
instance – wild products can be substituted by captive-bred products. If the demand for wildsourced bones is price-inelastic at the higher end of the demand curve (those consumers willing
and able to pay higher prices), then supply-side interventions may have little positive impact on
reducing poaching. ‘Conversely, legalizing trade may fuel illegal poaching if the wild-caught
specimens will be cheaper to obtain and therefore can be sold at a reduced price’, 12 undercutting
the legal market. On the specific relationship between captive-bred lions and the impact on wild
lion survival, South Africa’s 2018 non-detriment finding speculates that captive-bred stock may
serve as a buffer against threats to wild lion poaching 13, as the reduction of legal supply could
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increase the demand for wild products. But this ignores the warning in the same paper14 from
which it is drawn: ‘From a conservation perspective, trade in lion bones from captive institutions
in South Africa to Asia would be cause for concern if it were to stimulate harvest of wild lions or
other felids to supply the bone trade.’ 15 It is highly unscientific to cherry-pick the speculation
that adheres to the predisposition of ‘sustainable use’. For ecological sustainability and survival
of the species, management authorities need to have a more robust idea of how the demand
curve is likely to respond to supply-side signals. That demand might increase in response to the
suppression of legal supply is an untested hypothesis, not borne out by any robust econometric
evidence. Simply asserting it because it was a point raised in a scientific journal is confirmation
bias, not science.
The point is that significant uncertainty 16 abounds pertaining to demand-side effects of supplyside interventions in this space 17, and it is highly plausible that legal supply channels that
effectively create incomplete bans further complicate matters. Perhaps most concerning in the
short run is the potential negative impact on wild tiger survival, and wild lion survival in the
longer run, especially if the demand curve shifts out (instead of in) in response to continuing
legal supply. We cannot trade our way out of a trade-induced problem. Incomplete bans
implicitly acknowledge demand for the product in question (lion bones) and feed that demand of
necessity – there would be no rationale for continuing a breeding industry if there was no demand
and if that demand was not growing. It therefore seems that South Africa wants to have its cake
and eat it too. We appear to want “just enough” demand and to supply a “just right” quantity
while at the same time talking about complex social ecological systems (SES). It is precisely
because we operate in a complex social ecological system that this type of wishful ‘adaptive
management’ is not going to cut it. Illegal traders, unable to enter the legal market – have every
incentive to continue to provide an illegal supply. Given that it is difficult for law enforcement
officials to distinguish between legal and illegal supply, laundering is easy. Therefore, allowing
legal trade on the premise that it will prevent the proliferation of a parallel illegal market is naïve
at best.
14
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Finally, the rationale for supply-side interventions such as quotas fundamentally misunderstand
demand dynamics. The argument is normally that demand for products such as tiger bones and
ivory is culturally rooted and historically significant, and that it is therefore naïve to expect that it
will change 18 in response to stigmatisation effects created through demand reduction efforts. But
this ignores both the differential responses to norms in different countries and the fact that
cultural preferences are dynamic rather than static. In other words, consumers are responsive to
changes in legal prescripts though it can differ from country to country. Consider, for instance,
that strong demand for rhino horn is a relatively recent occurrence in Vietnam and that it can
decline in response to bans (for instance, in Yemen, where demand halved between 2008 and
2013). 19 The fact that demand is pre-existent is not sufficient reason to feed it (which is what
breeding clearly does). We cannot reduce demand unless we send credible supply-side signals
that trade is illegitimate and will no longer occur. Legal markets limit the effectiveness of efforts
to reduce demand because they send confusing signals. 20 The availability of legal products can
destigmatize consumption. Consequently, demand can increase. 21 The idea that bans create
increased demand is unsupported in the academic literature. Incomplete bans are the real
problem because the effectiveness of the ban (say, against Appendix-I listed species) is
undermined by continued or increased demand. This is especially the case when legal lion bone
supply is being sold into the illegal tiger bone trade.

An evaluation of the paper cited in support of setting an annual quota that reflects
current supply availability from captive stock
The paper by Vivienne Williams and Michael ‘t Sas-Rolfes, recently published in PLOS|ONE 22
was cited as the outcome of a collaborative research effort between Wits and Oxford
Universities and the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI). The abstract of the
paper opens with a disingenuous claim. ‘Following a 2016 decision by Parties to the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, South Africa must
establish an annual export quota for lion skeletons from captive sources, such that threats to wild
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lions are mitigated’ (emphasis mine). There is nothing in the CITES annotation to Appendix II that
suggests that the quota will serve to mitigate threats to wild lions per se. That is reading into the
text a positive conservation benefit that simply does not exist in the CITES document. The
actual text reads as follows: ‘Annual export quotas for trade in bones, bone pieces, bone
products, claws, skeletons, skulls and teeth for commercial purposes, derived from captive
breeding operations in South Africa will be established and communicated annually to the
CITES Secretariat.’ 23 It does not specify, firstly, that it must of necessity be a non-zero quota.
Certainly, a non-detriment finding (NDF) (that captive lions have no negative effect on wild lion
survival) would have been a minimal conservation requirement. But an NDF of that nature 24 was
not gazetted until at least 7 months after the Minister of Environmental Affairs had
communicated 25 the 2017 quota of 800 skeletons to the CITES secretariat. Even so, that NDF
could only conclude that there would be no likely negative impact on South Africa’s wild lions.
But that does not go far enough, given that lions are a migratory species26, and captive breeding
in South Africa may well have a negative effect on Appendix-I listed lions in other range states. 27
The second concerning feature of the abstract of the paper alone is that it recognises ‘rising
consumer demand for lion body parts, notably skulls.’ Growing demand is a commercial benefit
for the South African captive breeding industry, but a conservation drawback for all the reasons
explained in the first part of this opinion. Then, 52% of respondents indicated that they would
adapt to the USA suspension of trophy imports from South Africa by seeking ‘alternative
markets’ for lion bones if the export quota allocation restricted their business. But this only
shows the commercial nature of the industry, with no concern for either welfare or conservation.
When this is challenged in court, the Constitutional Court ruling of 2017 that links welfare to
conservation will no doubt be among the first judgments to be considered. It also tells us
something significant about respondents’ willingness to break the law, presuming that ‘alternative
markets’ implies illegal export. Michele Pfab, the SANBI coordinator for this project, stated – at
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a public consultation on the matter – that this was a ‘fair response’, but it remains difficult to see
how it is ever ‘fair’ to break the law. Moreover, policy-setting should not be held ransom to
veiled threats from those who have a vested commercial interest in an unrestrictive quota being
established. Threats cannot masquerade as science when considering a policy. This raises a
question over why respondents’ views are being given pre-eminence in the process of
determining a quota rather than the conservation of wild species, which is ultimately CITES’
mandate, and one which DEFF is responsible for executing.
It is disconcerting to see the language of the 2018 NDF repeated in the introduction of the
paper: ‘it is also plausible that the former may provide a buffer effect against over-exploitation of
the latter’ 28, which is not exactly what the Lindsey et al paper (cited in support of the assertion)
stated, as detailed earlier. 29 This phrase is repeated in one form or another four times throughout
the paper. Furthermore, the paper states that in 2017, the SA ‘initiated a programme of
interdisciplinary, collaborative, scientific research with university institution affiliates (including
ourselves) to obtain further information on lions bred and maintained in captivity, legal and
illegal trade, and consequences of trade for wild lions.’ 30 But the ‘National Captive Lion Survey’
was only one dimension of this, and does not address the latter two themes, namely the
interaction between legal and illegal trade (simply assumed away despite extensive evidence of
criminality among South African lion bone trades), nor the consequences of trade for wild lions.
CITES has already determined that trade is detrimental to the probability of wild lion survival,
which is why the majority of African lions are Appendix-I listed. It is difficult to understand why
this study did not rather address the question of what impact the captive lion industry is having
on wild lion populations beyond South Africa’s borders. What we have now is a thriving legal
trade that creates – on the demand side – an incomplete ban on lion products, especially given
that most lion products are sold as tiger products in those consumer markets. This legal trade is
being regulated through a quota, despite no one knowing exactly how many facilities or captive
lions actually exist in South Africa. It is hard to understand how a quota can be managed when
the industry numbers themselves are unknown.
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This in turn raises questions of methodology. The authors of the paper received 117 usable
responses to the lengthy questionnaire from industry respondents. The fact that only industry
respondents were consulted seems to build in a bias from the beginning. Asking for responses
only from industry members and not also interviewing conservationists appears likely to skew
the policy decision in favour of commercial interests rather than attending to the significant
public concern on this matter (which the authors duly recognise). It is also not clear how or
whether the authors checked that responses were from industry members and that the
information supplied was accurate. The problems with this kind of survey methodology are well
known. First is the issue of accuracy. Second is the problem of attaining a sufficiently large
sample size. If the size of the industry is unknown, it is not clear that the authors can establish a
reliable saturation point at which they have enough data from which to draw reasonable
inferences. The authors write that increasing the sample size until more than 25% of the ToPSregistered lion breeding/hunting facilities per province had been sampled was considered large
enough for ‘robust scientific scrutiny.’ ‘For the purpose of the intended analysis, achieving this
level of detail was considered realistic and sufficient.’ But it is not clear what the term ‘realistic’
refers to here, nor the term ‘sufficient’ – a realistic reflection of what and sufficient for what?
Third is the problem of self-reporting and answering the questions in a way that produces
desired results for the vested interests of the respondent. Asking questions about what strategies
respondents would employ in response to the USA trophy import ban creates an incentive for
respondents to answer in a way that simply uses the survey as a mouthpiece to voice threats that
unduly influence policy management. These factors appear not to have been controlled for.
As one reads the paper, one gets a distinct sense that the narrative is crafted, from start to finish,
to justify a large quota. For instance, it references earlier papers by Williams that ‘questioned
whether measures implemented between 1993 and 2007 to curb the Asia-driven tiger parts trade
provoked the start of South Africa’s lion bone trade in 2008 (Fig 1), and hence whether wellmeaning policy interventions intended to protect species can create economic incentives that
perversely influence trade dynamics and lead to unintended consequences elsewhere.’ This is a
hinge in the narrative that tries to convince the reader that the trade ban on tigers is the problem
and provoked South Africa’s lion bone trade. That is a strong causal claim couched in ‘question’
language. But the graph (figure 1) does not answer the question of why – if it is indeed the case,
as claimed, that the 1993 tiger parts ban provoked lion breeding in South Africa – there is such a
long delay between 1993 and 2007. For action x to have a causal effect y, x must precede y, but
to have such a lag effect appears to make the connection dubitable at best. Certainly, it is not
8

scientific, but merely speculative. It surely does not take 14 years to respond to a policy measure.
It is also not clear exactly what these ‘unintended consequences’ are that ‘perversely influence’
trade dynamics. What is perverse is not responding in 2008 with a complete ban on the export of
all derivative lion parts, as soon as it was known that lion parts substitute for tiger parts. The
proliferation of the industry to the point where no one knows how many lions are even in
captivity is truly perverse.
In the section on page 15 of the paper that addresses the impacts and adaptations of the lion
bone quota, Williams and ‘t Sas-Rolfes say that they asked ‘respondents whether the quota would
restrict their businesses in any way – and if so, how would their business be adapted’. But it
remains unclear as to why the quota would restrict business if the quota determination was
predicated on reflecting existing available supply. 31 It turns out the 800 for 2017 had been set
using data of exports from the previous year. The department then admitted that in fact the
number had been closer to 1800. It is not that the quota was designed to be restrictive, it was
inadvertently restrictive, which skews the nature of the question and simultaneously reflects the
lack of governance over the industry. You cannot govern what you cannot quantify. With a
skewed question – respondents believing that the government made the quota restrictive on
purpose – it was likely that they were going to respond by threatening to find ‘alternative markets
for the bones’, but this doesn’t tell us anything useful; it simply tells us how breeders feel about a
restrictive quota (which wasn’t meant to be restrictive) and that they intend to break the law
should the law not suit their commercial interests. Further entrenching this point is that ‘some
frustrated aspiring sellers might resort to other (potentially illegal) trade channels. All these
factors point to a distinct threat of the development of a parallel illegal market’. 32 But again this
appears to ignore the strong connection between the small number of South African lion bone
traders and criminal syndicates 33, which preceded the quota. Therefore, it appears more likely
that a quota is providing a laundering channel for illicit supply rather than a means of preventing
it.
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One of the primary concluding arguments of the paper is as follows: ‘The fact that a large
proportion of respondents have stated that they will seek ‘other markets’ for lion bones and
other body parts signals the potential for a parallel illegal market to develop if quotas are viewed
by industry participants as excessively restrictive. South Africa experienced a similar situation
with rhino horn trade, whereby increased restrictions were contested by market participants,
sparking a significant wave of illegal activity. Should any South African captive lion industry
participants develop closer links with organized criminal enterprises, the effects could be
irreversible and result in greater and more widespread threats of focused commercial-scale
poaching of wild felids.’ 34
The direct reference to the rhino horn debate here brings the reasoning of the entire paper into
disrepute. The authors are making a causal claim on the following premises:
P1: Increased rhino horn trade restrictions were contested by market participants
P2: Rhino horn traders sought alternative markets as a result of P1
C: These caused a significant wave of illegal activity
The first premise is correct in that the department’s moratorium, imposed in 2009, was
eventually overturned by the Constitutional Court. The second premise is dubious, which is why
it was conveniently overlooked in the claim that restrictive measures sparked a significant wave of
illegal activity. There has never been a large domestic market for rhino horn, and the
international ban has been in place since 1977. If it is indeed the case that traders sought
alternative illegal markets after South Africa imposed a moratorium on the domestic trade, it
only shows us that South Africa’s legal trade, until that point, had been used as a means of
getting rhino horn out of the country to sell on the black market (given that that there was no
legal global market). But, either way, the moratorium of 2009 did not cause a wave of illegal
activity. The more likely story is that demand (mostly in Vietnam) started to escalate (around
2006), possibly because of excellent marketing from South African breeders who boasted about
having extensive stockpiles. South Africa imposed a moratorium on domestic trade in response to
increased illegal activity in 2009. Poaching escalated at least 18 months before the moratorium was
imposed. The department’s own rationale for imposing the moratorium was that it was a response
mechanism to increased poaching. It could therefore not plausibly have caused the upsurge in
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poaching. Here the authors betray themselves as being pre-committed to trade as a means of
preventing an upsurge in illegal activity, conveniently ignoring factual historical sequence in the
process. Moreover, excellent work in economics has shown that trade is not the solution to the
rhino poaching problem. 35
The authors also seem willing to ignore the fact that there already are close ‘links with organised
criminal enterprises’ and industry participants. This is extensively documented in a lengthy report
produced by the EMS Foundation with hard evidence 36, and the authors claim to have read the
report but chose nonetheless to ignore it. It strikes me as a dishonest endeavour to be precommitted to a view and ignore evidence that stands in the way of that pre-commitment. It is
also critical to note that building policy on the grounds of ‘adaptive management’ – a response to
threats of illegality from the industry – is not scientific.
Adaptive Management and the Precautionary Principle
The Williams and ‘t Sas-Rolfes paper is grounded in a proposition that ‘the most appropriate way
for the Scientific Authority to address such uncertainty is by employing principles of adaptive
management’. 37 They conclude that it is important to know the total number of captive lions,
trends in market prices for live felids and/or their parts, the prevalence of poaching on private
property, how facilities respond to restrictions on trade and the changes in earnings across all
sectors of the industry. 38 With this I fully concur but would add that it is critical to know how
wild tigers and wild lions are likely to fair as a result of trade decisions. Either way, the authors
state that this information should guide an ‘adaptive management’ approach ‘aimed at
minimising the risk of adversely affecting wild lion populations.’ In this respect, policymakers
‘should take care to avoid price shocks – i.e. sudden upward spikes in market prices that would
boost incentives for poaching illegal trading activity, with potential adverse consequences for
wild lions.’ 39
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The first obvious point to note is that sudden upward spikes in market prices would result in a
decrease in quantity demanded, as explained in the first part of this opinion. What matters are
the second-round effects on the movements of the demand curve. That is what is missing from
current considerations. If the demand curve (for lion and tiger products) moves down through a
stigma effect (mediated through changing norms as a result of a trade ban), the initial upward
price shock will ultimately be a cost worth incurring for the associated conservation benefits. Of
course, the size of the price-inelastic segment of the demand curve needs to be better
understood, especially if the price-inelasticity is rooted in a preference for evidently wild-sourced
product (which is usually the case). But in that case, supply from captive-breeding is not going to
help in any event. And law enforcement faces much lower transaction costs if they are not
required to try and distinguish illegal from legal product. This in turn makes it easier to stop
illegally-acquired supply from accessing global markets.
The second thing to note is that ‘adaptive management’ does not justify maintaining the status
quo so as not to upset the apple cart (breeders and traders) or risk a short-term increase in
poaching. If an outright ban is the way to move out of the ‘incomplete ban’ problem raised
earlier, then that may well be the optimal approach to conserve wild lions and tigers. Uncertainty
may be permanent as it might result from complexity and indeterminacy ‘and cannot always be
resolved by more data’. It is also critical to be aware of the limitations of science and to note that
‘incorporating precaution within adaptive management is therefore necessary for decisionmaking on wildlife trade, but it is not sufficient.’ 40 Part of the challenge facing the conservation
community is that precaution tends to be limited to a role of monitoring and information
gathering rather than something that leans towards complete bans 41 (which would clearly be
more effective than partial bans). According to Wiersema’s analysis, parties to CITES have
tended to shy ‘away from expressly relying on precaution as a tool to manage uncertainty and
have not, therefore, fully engaged with deeper layers of uncertainty.’ 42 This seems to me to be the
problem with South Africa’s policy approach to the captive lion breeding industry – it is
unwilling to exercise precaution by restricting trade and instead allows a continuation of the
status quo under the banner of ‘adaptive management’. Precaution cannot be limited to a merely
procedural role; it has to play a more substantive role in listing species, ‘even if that species is

40

Annecoos Wiersema, “Uncertainty, Precaution, and Adaptive Management in Wildlife Trade,” Michigan Journal of
International Law 36, no. 3 (2015): 377, http://search.proquest.com/docview/1726782679?accountid=12763.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid., 423.
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threatened by many factors in addition to trade’. 43 Precaution should also generate greater
consistency to avoid the problem of incomplete bans. It is, for example, gratuitously confusing
to have some lions listed on Appendix I and others exempt from that ban at the very same time.
The trade that caused Appendix I listing is still the same trade that is being fuelled through
captive stock. CITES itself has recognised the problem of split-listing. South Africa’s lion
breeding industry is further exacerbating that problem, in addition to possibly escalating the
demand for tiger products in Asia, which may further decimate that highly endangered species.
Finally, I would urge South African policymakers to consider the strong evidence 44 that farming
tigers will not save the species, and why that logic applies similarly to lions, especially given that
lion bones substitute for tiger bones in Asian markets.

43

Ibid.
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Conservation 6 (2016): 286–98, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gecco.2016.03.007; Kirkpatrick and Emerton, “Killing Tigers to
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Terrence McCoy, “Tiger Farms in Laos Fuel Demand for Tiger Parts on Black Market,” Washington Post, May 9, 2019,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/tiger-farms-poachinglaos/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.243cbb253f21; Environmental Investigation Agency, “The Lion’s Share: South Africa’s
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POLICY INFLUENCE —Joined the global policy conversation that informed the Chinese government’s decision to
close its domestic ivory market by the end of 2017 by authoring an occasional paper (2015) highlighting global
and local challenges to elephant conservation. The article formed the basis of a £90,000, four-part research
project funded by Stop Ivory that culminated at CITES CoP17 in Johannesburg, 2016. One of those outputs was a
journal article published in Ecological Economics recommending that the Chinese domestic ban should be
immediate and permanent to disincentivise speculators from stockpiling ivory.
Contributed to the South African government’s decision to move away from the legalisation of the Rhino horn
trade by highlighting flaws in pro-trade policy in a presentation to an independent panel of cross-sector experts.
These views were later cemented in articles published in The Daily Maverick, The Conversation and Project
Syndicate.
Quantified a potential R54 billion risk to the reputation and brand value of South African tourism that could
result from the unregulated proliferation of captive predator breeding in the country using careful analysis of
data gathered, related indicators and statistical strategies. Analysis emanated from a project commissioned by
the Humane Society International (HSI) to the value of $26,000, personally procured.
Motivated the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Environmental Affairs to condemn the captive predator
breeding industry. The significant findings from my report were quoted in the final report submitted by the
committee to the National Assembly that called for – among other things – a ‘policy and legislative review of
captive breeding of lions for hunting and lion bone trade to putting an end to this practice…’ That report has led
the Minister of Environmental Affairs to appoint a high-level panel to carry out the resolutions of the Portfolio
Committee.

PROTOCOL DEVELOPMENT—Laid the foundation for how data might be gathered more reliably than through
survey questionnaires for wildlife conservation and the illegal wildlife trade by modelling the captive predator
breeding industry’s value and operations by building a database of verifiable industry information and
interrogating it for reliability, replicability and accuracy.

LICIT AND ILLICIT WILDLIFE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS — Research on the ivory, rhino horn and lion bone
trade demonstrated that the existence of legal domestic trades provides cover for illicit product trafficking,
imperilling the survival probability of wild species. My analyses have also shown the need for holistic and wellcoordinated policy responses across range states and in consumer markets to reduce demand simultaneously
with banning the trade.

ROBUST QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS—Despite the absence of publicly available
high-quality data, produced robust quantitative and qualitative analysis of the captive predator breeding
industry and efficacy of existing policy in addition to using game-theoretic models to understand how
speculators and consumers might behave in ivory markets, and how range states should better align their
elephant conservation and anti-trafficking policies.

IDENTIFIED ECONOMIC INCENTIVES TO CONSERVATION —Demonstrated the importance of
symmetrical incentives between local communities and wildlife tourism operators in Botswana through onthe-ground field research in Chobe and the Okavango Delta if wildlife-based tourism is to be sustainable. Shown
the importance of considering negative externalities and opportunity costs associated with policy decisions
such as the Tanzanian government’s commitment to the Stiegler’s Gorge hydro power project in the Selous
game reserve, which will negatively impact the ecological foundation of wildlife tourism and undermine food
security downstream on the Rufiji River floodplains.

PUBLIC INSPIRATION —Provided direct and public-orientated policy influence through media, governmental
presentations and publication development as the author/co-author of 25+ papers and articles. Commissioned
and oversaw external authors on the development of two occasional papers for the Stop Ivory project and
presented to the committee of inquiry regarding legalising the rhino horn trade. Presented research findings at a
major TUSK event at CITES CoP17 in 2016 to audience that included members of DIRCO and the DEA.
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